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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CONNECTIVE project is part of Shift2Rail (S2R), the first rail joint technology initiative focused on
accelerating the integration of new and advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions.
CONNECTIVE aims to be the technical backbone of S2R´s Innovation Programme 4 (IP4), which
addresses the provision of “IT solutions for attractive Railway services”.
Thereby, CONNECTIVE will provide other S2R-IP4 projects with a technical framework and a set of
tools that will foster the digital transformation of rail and in general, the entire transport ecosystem,
enabling an unprecedented multimodal travel experience and improving the fit between supply and
demand. CONNECTIVE will provide new levels of interoperability and seamless access to all transport
data and services in a multimodal and distributed environment, while offering a common business
intelligence to extract insights of the ecosystem, valuable for both users and service providers.
The present document is the first deliverable within the WP1. It describes how the Interoperability
Framework (IF) tasks will deliver a complete ecosystem to support the integration between the
Shift2Rail ecosystem and others systems external to it.
This deliverable reflects the work done within Task 1.2: Interoperable Framework as a complete
ecosystem. The activities are based on the previous analysis and design accomplished under Task 1.1
(and reflected in D1.1). It presents the implementation work related to the provision of the main IF
components, including:
 Resolvers (subtask 1.2.1): software components provided to the other projects and TDs,
implemented as web services that make use of the ontologies and semantic model, and allow
operating and building functionalities in the distributed ecosystem (such as “Travel Expert Resolver”).
 Service registration and management (subtask 1.2.2): provides tools to allow services to
register and join the ecosystem by using an ontology-based description of the services and its
capabilities.
 Connectivity tools (subtask 1.2.3): provides the software needed to communicate and interact
with the distributed and heterogeneous data sources and systems.
The deliverable will have different versions (releases) to reflect the progress of the task. This version
reflects the implementations done for the Core release (C-REL), which is the first of the 3 official
releases planned in the project. The C-REL, planned for October 2018, almost concurs in time with
InnoTrans (mid-September 2018), where a number of functionalities developed in ATTRACkTIVE and
Co-Active will be showcased. This is one of the aspects that impacts the scope of the components
deployed within task 1.2 for the C-REL, as some of the functionalities to be demonstrated by these
projects in InnoTrans will need to make use of the IF capabilities to locate and communicate with TSPs.
The other aspect that guides the works performed for the C-REL is the handover of results from IT2Rail,
which ended in April 2018.
Therefore, the objectives for the C-REL, to be demonstrated at InnoTrans, are focused on
understanding the software components developed in IT2Rail, adapting them to the new CONNECTIVE
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architecture and integrating them with the other components. Moreover, they will be connected with a
number of TSPs and with other project´s components (such as the Shopping Orchestrator of CoActive).
Taking this into account, the present document describes the work that has been done in this task in
the period M5-M11 including:
 Capella Model;
 Scope of InnoTrans 2018;
 Resolvers in IT2Rail;
 New Resolver in Shift2Rail;
 Services Registry and Management in IT2Rail;
 Services Registry and Management in Shift2Rail;
 Connectivity Tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present document is the second deliverable within the WP1. It describes how the Interoperability
Framework tasks will deliver a complete ecosystem to support the integration between the Shift2Rail
and others systems external to it.
The work to be done within CONNECTIVE follows an iterative design-development-test approach. For
each of the three releases defined by the project (C-REL, A-REL, F-REL), there will be an initial phase
of design and definition of the architectural principles (Task 1.1), followed by the development of the
components that form the Interoperability Framework (Task 1.2), providing as a result useful tools,
methodologies, resolvers and connectors to allow services to share and consume data in different
formats. Finally, legacy systems and IP4 services will be integrated in the framework (Task 1.3), in
order to demonstrate the performance of the Interoperability Framework and start to enrich the IP4
transport ecosystem with information that will be consumed by other TD.
This deliverable reflects the work done within Task 1.2 in the period of time from M5-M11, which covers
the following aspects:


Subtask 1.2.1 - Resolvers: The Interoperability Framework provides a set of software
components to the other projects and TDs, implemented as web services and based on predefined templates (“resolvers”), which make use of the ontologies and semantic model, and
allow operating and building functionalities in the distributed ecosystem.



Subtask 1.2.2 - Service Registry and Management: This task is an extension and
improvement of the mechanisms for new service providers to join the eco-system via the
publication of their annotated services in the Service Registry. It aims at developing software to
allow services to register and join the ecosystem by using an ontology-based description of the
services and its capabilities. In addition, tools and procedures will be developed to provide
semantic annotation and linking of web services using the ontology vocabulary, and to generate
mappings, translations and consistency checks, providing other IP4 projects with software
components for intelligent management of ontologies (e.g. services routing and transformation).



Subtask 1.2.3 – Connectivity Tools: This task implements the capability to interact between
distributed and heterogeneous data sources and systems. It will provide the tools to implement
access capabilities of Shift2Rail IF based on the main communication standards.

The deliverable will have different versions (releases) to reflect the progress of the task. This version
reflects the implementations done for the C-REL, which is the first of the 3 official releases planned in
the project.
The inputs for the task are the following:


D1.1 – Architectural Principle and Design [R3]: reflects the works done for the moment within
T1.2 in the design of the ecosystem and components, including a proposal of technologies to
be used.
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D3.1 – Engineering and System Integration Methodology [R4]: stablishes the methodology to
facilitate the technical implantation process.
IT2Rail: some components developed in this project are being reused by CONNECTIVE in
order to have a “quick-win” for InnoTrans, i.e. to provide ATTRACkTIVE and Co-Active with a
number of functionalities to locate and communicate with TSP, and to integrate other project´s
components (such as Orchestrators) with the IF. These components have been deployed within
the CONNECTIVE environment and adapted to work with the ATTRACkTIVE and Co-Active
particular requirements needed for InnoTrans.

1.1

Capella Model

With the purpose of delivering a seamless travel experience and access to all travel services, the
S2R-IP4 Ecosystem is remarkable for its dimension taking into account the number of interfaces,
web services and software needed to interchange data among different infrastructures.
For this purpose, Capella Model is adopted in CONNECTIVE as a solution for model-based systems
engineering. It provides a process and tooling for graphical modelling of systems, hardware or
software architecture.
To manage successfully the representation of the ecosystem, an Ontology must be introduced. An
ontology is a representation of concepts and their relations, using a specific language. The ontology
is used by the specifications (in particular, interface specifications) for the harmonization of concepts
across the transportation mode.
The description of the ecosystem that the Capella model presents together with the ontology make
an accurate model of the reality possible. Figure 1 depicts different engineering phases that can be
represented in Capella.
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Figure 1: Capella engineering phases ([1])
Capella is being used by the different IP4 projects, including CONNECTIVE, to support in the design
and specification of components and interfaces among them. Currently the partners are working in
the model, and the results will be reflected in later deliverables. It is focused on a specific diagram
available among the many available in the Capella model environment for the representation of the
S2R-IP4 Ecosystem: System Architecture Diagram.
This type of diagram had been chosen because it provides a rich mechanism for managing the
complexity beyond the structure of the IF. Moreover, the System Architecture represents the
structural design of the system. It describes the relation among elements, where the elements are
generally hardware and software, and the rules governing those elements. Doing so, S2R-IP4 ecosystem can be easily modelled dividing the complex structure into sub-areas that coincide with the
six TDs (Technical Demonstrator) in which the project is composed. Through this structural
subdivision the modelling, the identification of the system’s faults, the integration and future actions
is facilitated.
As Capella models are still being built, in order to explain in this deliverable some of the components
designed in IT2Rail it will be used the Capella graphic representation at system level done within
IT2Rail.
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1.2 Scope of the C-REL (InnoTrans)
As previously mentioned, the scope defined for the C-REL will focus on the IP4 “quick-win” defined
for InnoTrans. InnoTrans [2] is a leading international trade fair for transport technology that takes
place every two years in Berlin. It is sub-divided into five trade fair segments: Railway Technology,
Railway Infrastructure, Public Transport, Interiors and Tunnel Construction.
During InnoTrans 2018, S2R-IP4 partners plan to show to the interested stakeholders that will
participate (customers, Travel Service Providers) the achievements reached in the IP4 projects.
S2R-IP4 projects are preparing a demo to show aspects such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personalized system adapted to the preferences of users.
Users are no longer obliged to handle the complexity of dealing with multiple Transport Service
Providers and their disparate interfaces.
Users may book end-2-end solutions with combinations of Air, Rail, Coach and Urban public
transport.
Users can create an account to have access on any device where the Travel Companion App
is installed and have access to all the functionalities in a transparent way.
It provides the customer with comprehensive information about the processes of their journey.
(Navigate the itinerary, including interchanges and private modes)
Browse available location based experiences (LBE)
Identify smartest routes and aggregated offers provided from various Travel Experts to build
Door-to-Door itinerary offers.
A semantic methodology enabling the interpretation of data, exchanged in any format and with
any protocol, reducing the cost of interoperability.
Enables new business applications to ‘interoperate’ in an easy and fast way.
It facilitates the creation of new applications and reduces the time to market for software
developers.
Create new experiences employing the LBE in order to provide edutainment content or place
POI along the trips to enhance the travel experience.

To demonstrate the previous points, a corridor is being defined for InnoTrans, as depicted in Figure
2:
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Figure 2: Corridor Defined for Innotrans
CONNECTIVE components play a fundamental role in the demonstrator, as they allow orchestrators
(shopping, booking etc) to communicate with TSPs that provide the information. The scope of
CONNECTIVE is therefore defined by the functionalities available in ATTRACkTIVE and Co-Active,
as well as the TSP (real or simulated) available for the demo.
Regarding communication with TSPs, Figure 2 shows the episodes from which the IF will be used to
exchange information related to shopping and/or booking and issuing:






Urban episode in Madrid, including park and ride. Communication with TSP created using
open data from Consorcio de Transportes de Madrid.
Air episodes from Madrid to Amsterdam and from Amsterdam to Berlin (the second one will
be cancelled and substituted by a rail episode). Communication with Amadeus web services.
Urban episode in Amsterdam. Communication with TSP that replicates Conexxion transport
operator.
Rail episode from Amsterdam to Berlin. Integrated information from DB, only for shopping.
Urban episode in Berlin. Communication to demo environment from VBB.

Moreover, CONNECTIVE has also been working in the creation of converters (allow transformation
of data formats using the IP4 ontologies), to overcome the issue of having different interfaces among
components, and different than the ones used in IT2Rail. For example, in IT2Rail the orchestrators
interfaces with the Broker used an schema defined by Amadeus for the project, while in
ATTRACkTIVE and Co-Active TRIAS is being used for this data exchange. Consequently,
CONNECTIVE is deploying converters based on the common ontology.
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Although in Task 1.2 work has been done in relation to resolvers, service registration and connectivity
tools, as explained in the following chapters, it is worth mentioning that, for the scope of C-REL,
priority has been given to the connectivity tools that allow to communicate with the TSPs and also to
the implementation of converts. Therefore, components related to the latterwill be demonstrated at
InnoTrans, while others such as the resolvers and service registration are not included within the
scope of the C-REL and will not be demonstrated.
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2. RESOLVERS
The Interoperability Framework exposes a set of specialized «Packaged Resolvers» web services to
be used by other projects applications (such as the Meta Route Explorer) to provide specific
functionalities. These Packaged Resolvers use a common underlying framework that handles the
semantic interoperability mechanism and is controlled by inference rules and configuration
information stored in the Interoperability Framework’s Asset Manager.
The following paragraphs describe the Resolvers concept and purpose, how the resolvers work and
sequences diagrams of the logical functions used by the Interoperability Framework. The chapter will
focus first on describing the operation of the resolvers deployed in IT2Rail, and then will detail the
approach followed by CONNECTIVE in its deployment.
As indicated in the introduction, the scope of the resolvers for the C-REL involves the deployment of
the IT2Rail resolvers in the CONNECTIVE ecosystem, following a novel approach based on
microservices, but they will not be part of the InnoTrans demo.

2.1 IT2Rail Background
CONNECTIVE uses as starting point and guidelines for the resolvers the works done within IT2Rail.
In the following lines the resolvers developed in IT2Rail and deployed for being used in
CONNECTIVE will be presented in detail:
 Network Statistics Data Resolver;
 Location Resolver;
 Travel Expert Resolver.
These will be presented in the following sub-sections, and previously a number of components are
being introduced, in order to understand better the description of the resolvers.

2.1.1 Extra Components to support the resolvers
To fully describe the Interoperability Framework it is necessary to introduce additional components.
These concepts are essential to fully understand how the resolvers properly work. In the next
paragraph are explained:
 The rdf-framework foundation framework for processing data expressed in the Resource
Descriptor Framework (RDF) language, semantically annotated with terms described in the
domain’s ontology. The framework provides additionally connectivity to distributed triple
stores, including the triple store that implements the Ontology Repository and the Semantic
Web Service Registry containing service descriptors also represented as RDF statements;
 The Semantic Graph Manager component of the design, based on the IT2Rail rdf
framework, which provides semantic data discovery, query an aggregation over linked,
distributed triple stores. The Semantic Graph Manager executes semantic query against
triple store(s), assembles retrieved triples into requested output.
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The Travel Expert Broker provides a proxy to external, heterogeneous Travel Expert. It
returns Itinerary Offer Items for Meta Travel Expert Episodes from external, heterogeneous
Travel Expert.



The Booking Engine Brokers provides a proxy to external, heterogeneous Booking Engines.
It returns Booking (inventory lock), Confirmed booking with Entitlements or Booking
Cancellation.

In others words the Travel Expert Broker and the Booking Engine Broker mediate the interactions
of the Shopping and Booking & Ticketing applications with external services at Transport Service
Providers.

2.1.2 Network Statistics Data Resolver
The Interoperability Framework provides a capability to provide and process “Network Statistics Data”
out of the distributed semantic graph, i.e. a list of transportation connections for the different modes
of transport, associated with fundamental “statistics” such as the operating times, average connection
times, frequency or density of service. Statistics data are additionally associated with the Travel
Expert service that can provide scheduled or real time details for being used at the time of a shopping
session. The statistics data is used by the Travel Shopper to build a “meta-network” over which smart
algorithms may be run to identify candidate routes between any two points before submitting them
to Travel Experts for detailed scheduling.
Figure 3 presents the schema and data flow of the resolver using Capella. More details are explained
below.

Figure 3: Network Statistics Data Resolver Activity Diagram
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The IF Process Network Data is activated when it receives and validates Network Data Request. “IF
Build Network Stats sem Query” transforms network data requests and prepares a network data
semantic query for being used with the Triple Store, submitting network data semantic query for
processing using the “Semantic Graph Manager” component.
Within the Triple Store component, the logical function “IF Query Semantic Graph” processes the
queries and returns the Network triple results. Afterwards, the “IF Package Network Data Results”
processes the Network triple results and generates Network Data results.
As a last step, the “IF Return Network Data” generates Network Data response.

2.1.3 Location Resolver
Resolve Locations is a capability used by the Travel Companion and Travel Shopping logical
components to – respectively - identify and obtain Stop Places associated with a mobility request
from a distributed semantic graph spanning the Interoperability Framework’s internal and external
Triple Stores.

Figure 4: Location Resolver Activity Diagram
The location resolver is activated when the “IF Process Mobility Query Request” receives and
validates mobility requests received from the Personal Application. “Identify Locations” function
returns the geo-coordinates for the mobility request. The “IF Build semantic Locations Query”
transforms the mobility request and prepares the locations semantic query. Consequently, the logical
functions “IF Process semantic Locations Query” connects to the triple Store and submits locations
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semantic query for processing. The “IF Query Semantic Graph”, queries and retrieves triple results.
These results are processed and then the Stop Place results are generated. As a result, the “IF return
Stop Places” generates a list of Stop Places response.

2.1.4 Travel Expert Resolver
Resolve Travel Expert is a capability used by the Travel Shopping logical component to identify and
obtain Travel Expert service descriptors associated with metatravel expert episodes from a
distributed semantic graph spanning the Interoperability Framework’s internal and external Triple
Stores.

Figure 5: Travel Expert Resolvers Activity Diagram

As depicted in the picture, “IF Process TE Query” receives and validates a Travel Expert request.
Then, the “IF Build Semantic TE Query” transforms the travel expert request and prepares the travel
expert semantic query. Once the last step is made, the “IF Process Semantic TE Query” connects to
the Triple Stores and submits travel expert semantic query for being processed. Following the activity
diagram shown above, the “IF Query Semantic Graph”, queries the semantic graph and retrieves
triple result. Once the results of the queries are obtained, the “IF Return TE service descriptors”
generates list of TE descriptor response.

2.2 Deploying resolvers in CONNECTIVE
Among others objectives, CONNECTIVE aims to reduce considerably, the implementation needed
to ensure new resolvers connect correctly to the S2R-IP4 Ecosystem with the minimum effort. With
this purpose in mind, Sofia2 platform plays a significant role for accomplishing it.
CONN-WP1-D1.4
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Sofia2 (Smart Object For Intelligent Application) provides several services and tools to allow the
interoperability of multiple systems. Through it, the deployment of new resolvers is based on two
concepts linked together, called Microservices and APIfication respectively.
The next paragraphs describe how to deploy a new resolver and how to reach it from the API
manager.

2.2.1 Microservices
As modern cloud-based technologies advance in the critical role they play in business initiatives,
software and SaaS organizations are increasing the challenges they propose to professionals when
it comes to creating and maintaining dynamically scalable and highly available software. In response
to these challenges, teams of development engineers have innovated and developed new
architectures and deployment solutions. One of the most recent in cloud software is the architecture
of microservices. This approach has been followed in CONNECTIVE for the deployment of resolvers
as microservices, which brings the benefits explained in the next paragraphs.
This innovative solution involves the creation of modular, independent, low risk and highly scalable
entities. All this in an effort aimed at:





Modulate a software product;
Increase the availability of hosting solutions in the cloud (through elastic scaling);
Limit the risk of component failures by separating the business;
Avoid deliveries of software in "big-bang", decoupling dependencies of logical entities.

A microservice is implemented by simply dividing a software solution into independent logical
functions.
The microservices architecture and the concepts of modularity are opposed to the paradigms of
monolithic software development, where applications and services are constructed and deployed as
a unified solution. In contrast, the microservice concept creates business value by limiting risk and
helping development teams to build and deploy small independent software solutions. Each modular
software entity (microservice) must be limited to a single task or function and implemented with that
objective in mind. Monolithic applications however interlink dependencies between components,
coupling the business logic with the data layers.
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Figure 6: Monolithic vs Microservice Architecture

The architecture of microservices can be organized in three different layers:
 Core (or business) Services: Manage persistence of business data and apply business
rules and business logic.
 Compound Services: They can orchestrate a number of core services to carry out a task or
add information from a set of core services.
 API Services: They expose functionality allowed to the outside, for example to consumers or
third parties to create applications that use the functionality of the system.
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Figure 7: Resolvers (C-X) thought with Microservice Architecture Required components

2.2.1.1

Required Components

In order to manage efficiently a microservice architecture, new management functionalities and
operations are required that were not previously necessary or at least were not necessary to the
same extent, when only a few applications were operated.


Central configuration server: Instead of local configuration per deployment unit
(microservice), a centralized management of the configuration is required. Also, it is
demanded a configuration API that microservices can use to look up configuration
information.



Service discovery service: Instead of manually keeping track of what services are currently
deployed and what hosts and ports, it is necessary to discover the functionality they offer
requiring the microservices to self-register when they get up through an API.



Dynamic routing and load balancer: routing components use the discovery API to locate
where the requested microservice is deployed and the load balancing components decide the
instance of the microservice to direct or route the request based on the system load.
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Circuit Breaker: To avoid problems that can cause chains of failures, the Circuit Breaker
pattern needs to be applied to microservices



Monitoring: Once Circuits breakers are in use, the operator through Sofia 2 console begins
to monitor their status and collect the execution statistics to get a picture of the health status
of the system and use. This information can be shown in consoles with possibilities of setting
automatic alarms with configurable thresholds. This way it is possible to control that resolvers
are working properly.



Centralized log analysis: In order to be able to trace messages between microservices and
detect what has happened, a centralized log analysis function is necessary for being capable
of collecting logs from microservices. The analysis function stores this log information in a
central database (with Big Data capabilities) and provides search capabilities and query
consoles.



Perimeter Server: To expose API services externally and prevent unauthorized access to
internal microservices, it is essential to have a perimeter server through which all traffic
passes. This server must use dynamic routing and balancing capabilities based on the
discovery component described above. The perimeter server acts as an active and dynamic
reverse proxy and does not need to be updated manually if the internal service landscape
changes (if more resolvers are added, or if more components make use of the existing
resolvers).



Protection APIs based on OAuth standard: To protect the exposed API services the use
of the OAuth standard is recommended. This solution involves the use of:
o A new component that can act as an OAuth Authorization Server;
o The API microservices act as OAuth Resource Server;
o External consumers of API microservices act as OAuth clients.
The perimeter server acts as a transmitter of the OAuth token in the sense that:
o
o

Acts as an OAuth Resource Server;
Passes the OAuth token that comes from the external requests to the API
microservices.

2.2.2 APIfication
The APIManager was a key module of the architecture started in IT2Rail for exposing and managing
the API Services Layer.
This piece of the architecture must be based on open-standards in order to facilitate third parties and
other possible partners to join easily on the ecosystem of publishers and consumers of this solution.
In order to do so, the proposal for CONNECTIVE is to follow the OpenAPI standard facilitated by
Sofia2 Platform and Swagger tools.
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The OpenAPI is the official name of the specification. The development of the specification is fostered
by the OpenAPI Initiative, which involves more than 30 organizations from different areas of the tech
world — including Microsoft, Google, IBM, and CapitalOne. Smartbear Software, which is the
company that leads the development of the Swagger tools, is also a member of the OpenAPI
Initiative, leading the evolution of the specification.
Swagger is the name associated with some of the most well-known and widely used tools for
implementing the OpenAPI specification. The Swagger toolset includes a mix of open source, free,
and commercial tools, which can be used at different stages of the API lifecycle.
These tools include:








Swagger Editor: Swagger Editor lets you to edit OpenAPI specifications in YAML inside your
browser and to preview documentations in real time;
Swagger UI: Swagger UI is a collection of HTML, Javascript, and CSS assets that
dynamically generate beautiful documentation from an OAS-compliant API;
Swagger Codegen: Allows generating API client libraries (SDK generation), server stubs and
documentation automatically given an OpenAPI Spec;
Swagger Parser: Standalone library for parsing OpenAPI definitions from Java
Swagger Core: Java-related libraries for creating, consuming, and working with OpenAPI
definitions;
Swagger Inspector (free): API testing tool that lets you validate your APIs & generate
OpenAPI definitions from an existing API;
SwaggerHub (free and commercial): API design and documentation, built for teams
working with OpenAPI.

Sofia2 facilitates the usage of both pillars (open-api and swagger), integrating its benefits on the
unified console, together with other benefits such as unified security control, easy integration with the
semantic data domain and real-time monitoring of performance, auditory between other benefits.
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Figure 8: Sofia2 My API
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3. SERVICES REGISTRY AND MANAGEMENT
3.1

Services Registry & Management in IT2Rail

Among others features, IF is also achieved by being structured in several Semantic Assets Manager
which are the components in charge to govern the process of maintaining a shared repository of
assets such as ontologies, data schemas and service descriptors.
Semantic Assets Manager is built-on top of the open-source WSO2 Framework that provides:
 A web application (the Publisher) through which owners/contributors make informational
assets available to the community;
 A web application (the Management Console) including a workflow process tool that
supports the collaborative management of the published assets;
 An organised web repository (the Store) of digital assets accessible by any participant
organisation, human actor or application. The Ontology Repository and Semantic Web
Service Registry will be particular sections of the Store, in which ontology files and
semantically annotated web service descriptors are stored for being used after having
completed the approval/versioning process supported by the management console, which
operates on digital inputs provided by their owners / contributors through the publisher
function.
IT2Rail Asset Manager has been deployed during the last weeks within the CONNECTIVE
environment, and was previously adapted to be deployed as a “docker”, aligned with the microservice
approach followed in the project.

3.1.1

Travel Expert Description in IT2Rail

In IT2Rail, the joining of a new TSP into the S2R Ecosystem was performed by a specific asset called
Travel Expert Description.
Travel Expert Description is a structured JSON schema descriptor covering the many facets of a
travel expert service. After the overview attributes used to identify internally the asset and its
publisher (i.e., name, version, author and institution), the descriptor is articulated into five sections:
Images, Tags, Basic Info, Policies and Methods. Images and Tags support the association of images
and metadata/tags to the Travel Expert Description.
The Basic Information section contains the following attributes:
 Name: commercial name of the Travel Expert;
 URL endpoint: the URL where the Travel Expert can be accessed;
 Service provider: name of the Travel Expert provider;
The Policy section includes the following attributes:
 Security protocol: security protocol used at service level;
 Supported language: natural languages supported by the Travel Expert;
 Complementary services: list of complementary services (e.g., car rental, event booking,
visa request) offered by the Travel Expert;
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Supported modes of travel: list of travel modes supported by the Travel Expert. Each
supported travel mode is characterised by:
o Served area: area (a polygon identified by geographical coordinates) covered by the
travel expert which may contain a list of the stop places;
o Schedules: dates/periods/hours of operation
 Supported high-level functions: list of high-level functions (e.g., Planning, Shopping,
Booking, Tapping, Tracking) supported by the Travel Expert.
The Methods section contains the following attributes:
 Description location: URL where the method’s documentation (e.g., WSDL URL, Swagger
URL) can be downloaded;
 Service type: used to identify the Travel Expert service type (i.e., SOAP service or web API);
 Required parameters: set of parameters required for the method invocation;
 Output: a concept (e.g., ticket, product list) that identifies the output produced by the method.
It is not the actual data schema, just the concept from the ontology;
 Data mapping: URL of the translation service OR code snippet (its URL) to be executed
when translating messages from the IT2RAIL model to the specific implementation model
(and back).
In case service type is equal to web API, the method description is further characterised by:
 Input format: supported input format (e.g., JSON, XML);
 Input schema: String containing the input schema (XSD or JSON-Schema) OR URL pointing
to the XSD/JSON-Schema;
 Output format: supported output format (e.g., JSON, XML);
 Output schema: String containing the output schema (XSD or JSON-Schema) OR URL
pointing to the XSD/JSON-Schema;
 Fault format: supported fault format (e.g., JSON, XML);
 Fault schema: String containing the fault schema (XSD or JSON-Schema) OR URL pointing
to the XSD/JSON-Schema
Basically, if the Travel Expert service is SOAP-based, then its methods’ description just contains a
pointer to its WSDL specification and each method is just described by a name, required/optional
parameters, output, supported passenger categories, security protocol and (if available) the pointer
to the data mapping service. If the Travel Expert service is Web API or REST-based, then the full set
of input/output/fault message structures and formats of each callable method must be specified.
CONNECTIVE takes IT2Rail results into account, and proposes its combination with new
technologies and elements, to improve the registration and management processes.

3.2

Services Registry & Management in Shift2Rail

Aligned with what is described in section 2.2 for reducing the complexity behind the subscription of a
new resolver into the Shift2Rail, it is possible to extend the equivalent way to perform the registration
of a new Travel Service Provider (TSP).
The next paragraph presents the proposal of CONNECTIVE to enhance the process of registration
of a TSP into the IP4 ecosystem and exposing its services. It is not only based on IT2Rail results,
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but also plans to take into account new technologies (such as Node-RED) as well as the Contractual
Management Market Place portal (CMMP) that is being deployed in Co-Active, which evolution in
CONNECTIVE could be the starting point for the creation of a TSPs portal.

3.2.1

Contractual Management Market Place (CMMP)

The CMMP is a module developed into the Co-Active project for the registration of business rules
applicable for reaching agreements between TSPs to offer discounts related with combined trips and
the corresponding revenue split for each TSP for the travel episode they cover.
The functionality of the CMMP web page aims to:
 Create agreements (business rules) with new TSPs;
 View the subscribed agreements;
 View the transactions.
An evolution of the CMMP is planned in CONNECTIVE, adding new features to allow to use this tool
as the registration portal for TSP’s.
The CMMP Web Portal (in the future: the Registration Web Portal) allow different actors to use the
service, adapted to each user. For this purpose, it has a login page, where the TSP registered
introduces its credentials. TSP can also register for the first time, although the process for the moment
is very simple (just a normal registration as user), while for the future this registration would require
other aspects related to the description and annotation of services.

Figure 9: CMMP Log In Registration Page
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After the user introduces the correct credentials, the CMMP web portal shows the home page
(Figure 10).

Figure 10: CMMP Home Page
Exiting functionalities of the CMMP are explained in the following paragraphs, to give a better
overview of the component and its application.

New Agreement
New Agreement aims to establish the contractual details and the offered services for a single TSP.
The following lines explain the information required to successfully sign up for a new agreement.
 The process starts by introducing the agreement name, starting date, expiration date and
the involved TSP. Once the user fills these sections it is possible to press the “configure
new agreement” button.
 Then, the CMMP redirects the user to a second page for the configuration of the business
rules.
o In this stage the condition, benefit and compensation (revenue split) rules are
established. For each parameter, the user can select:
 The type (country, operator, location and service among others);
 The rule and its value.
 In some cases it is needed to configure sub-rules. The CMMP offers this feature by selecting
the interested rule and then configuring the sub-rule. The user, after this configuration, has
the option to remove it if the rule changes.
 By clicking on the “save” button, the business rules are automatically saved into the system.
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Figure 11: CMMP New Agreement

My Agreement
The page My Agreement displays the details of the configured business rules. If the user selects in
the business rule the column “View Details”, it shows:
 The conditions (If condition for example) which must be accomplished for its application;
 Then: Benefits for the user. In the specific section are also included the details of
compensations among TSPs that offered the service of the travel episode they are
involved in.

My Transaction
In this section, the TSP user is able to view the transactions that have been made.

Figure 12: CMMP My Transaction
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CMMP After InnoTrans
The development of the CMMP will not stop here. New features will be added within Co-active,
such as:
 The CMMP will generate agreements that will be signed for each TSP. When the agreement
is filled up the business rule will be generated;
 Download of reports with monetary information;
 Download of the agreement which are generated in the first point;
 CMMP will have a business analytic section where statistics information linked to the TSP
will be displayed.

Technology behind the CMMP
The CMMP is based on the following technology, that is planned to be used for the future TSP
registration portal:
 ReactJS: JavaScript library developed by Facebook that allows building web applications
supported by a highly expandable and maintainable component-based architecture;
 BootStrap: open-source web development library focused on providing easily reusable,
responsive components;
 REST web services: services design pattern that has become one of the most popular
standards. It involves building stateless applications that communicate using four
standardized methods (GET, POST, PUT and DELETE) to access resources identified
uniquely;
 JWT (JSON Web Token): open standard for creating access tokens that provide
authentication and security to web services.
CONNECTIVE plans to build on top of the CMMP, using these technologies, to provide TSPs with a
web portal that they could use not only to create business rules (which is the current application of
the CMMP) but also to register their services and manage them, as well as to see their own
performance indicators.

3.2.2

TSP integration in Shift2Rail through Node-RED

CONNECTIVE is analyzing how to facilitate the process of registering a TSP and
describing/annotating their services. For example, the use of graphical tools could simplify to describe
processes and flows.
CONNECTIVE is analyzing to use a flowEngine based on Node-RED, which is a very light visual
tool, programmed in NodeJS and that can be executed from devices as limited as a Raspberry, to
complex platforms such as IBM Bluemix, Azure IoT or Sofia2 Platform. This engine allows the
generation, edition and execution of graphic flows based on programming rules, and all in a visual
way. The Flow Engine (flow engine) allows to graphically defining flows of services, through standard
protocols such as REST, MQTT, Websocket, as well as offering integration with third-party APIs,
such as Twitter, Facebook or Yahoo! Due to its simplicity, even non-technical users can create their
own rules using this tool because it allows the creation of flows simply by dragging and dropping
nodes from a palette.
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Figure 13: Node-RED example

Each node has a well-defined purpose and can be parameterized to configure the system according
to the needs. The flow editor offers a simple HTML interface on the Control Panel. The editor has a
palette of Nodes: It shows all the nodes that we have available in our installation (there is a repository
of nodes developed by other users and we can even create and install our own nodes) and an editor
that allows us to drag nodes from the palette and connect them. New nodes can be easily developed,
and in our project, we see the benefit of encapsulating certain logic to let consumers or publishers of
information to define its own flows of integrations and data translations, without being aware of the
full complexity of it.
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4. CONNECTIVITY TOOLS
Any type of information exchanged among several actors needs to be understood through based
common concepts. Business activities today include more and more the need to have communication
between computers but they have to understand each other and most of the time companies us e
different tools in order to send/receive messages across the world. In such heterogeneous systems
the solution can be based on the Ontology that is a structure including a set of concepts and the
relationships between them. It is a way to allow computers to understand each other.
Introducing the concept of Ontology, the benefits are the following:
 The Ontology can be easily distributed and shared, so it can become the common
reference for all applications needing to exchange and understand information, in a specific
domain;
 The Ontology can be easily extended and modified, without impact on the software of
applications using it;
 It is an ideal solution to ensure that heterogeneous, distributed information systems can
exchange meaningful information and use it in order to cooperate in achieving a common
objective, as part of the same ecosystem.
For what described, the Ontology can be part of the solution in order to deliver door-to-door
transportation services, which need to combine several modes of trans port in order to provide a
complete journey solution to the traveler. The requested application will need to work with a large
number of different actors, each having legacy information systems based on heterogeneous
protocols and languages. To force all actors to feed their data into a centralized repository or change
their systems to conform to a common protocol and language would be an unmanageable and
practically impossible task, with no guarantee of success.
The IF consists of Ontologies and other Assets which allow to properly interface existing data sets
with the semantic environment, using them according to specific business rules, with remote access
through the Web.

Figure 14: Governance Rules
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4.1 Interoperability Framework Technology Components: Assets
The IF is thought as series of Assets, allowing the integration of S2R-IP4 Ecosystem with the
semantic environment. In the next lines are presented the assets which IF is constituted.
Ontologies: formal specifications of shared conceptualizations of specific domains (or a part of
them). An example is the IT2Rail ontology, an OWL specification of the set of concepts and
relationships among them that the IT2Rail partners have proposed as a conceptualization of the
transportation domain.
OWL (Ontology Web Language) is a specific language based on XML. It allows expressing the
Ontology concepts and relationships in a machine-processable format.
Web Service Descriptors: metadata descriptions of the functionalities offered by specific Web
services and their binding information. An example is a Travel Expert service descriptor that contains
a pointer to the WSDL specification of the Travel Expert Web service and the specification of the
offered functionalities, each described by a name, required/optional parameters, output, supported
passenger categories and WS security protocol.
WSDL (Web Services Description Language) is a language for describing Web Services interfaces.
It allows describing the services provided by a Service Provider, so that a Service Consumer can use
them.
Web Service messages can be defined using SOAP, REST or JSON.
Business Rules and Processes: inference rules and processes that characterize a specific
standard and/or a system adopting it.
Several languages exist which can be used to define rules, like the SWRL (Semantic Web Rule
Language). Rules can be embedded in queries using specific languages like SPARQL.
SPARQL: It is the query language for the Semantic Web. It is able to retrieve and manipulate data
stored in the Resource Description Framework (RDF).
Schemas and Mappings: schemas or mappings between schemas/ontologies aiming at supporting
the technical interoperability between services/systems in the transportation domain adopting
different standards. Examples are the UIC918 suite of standards in XSD Schema and its mappings,
e.g. the IT2Rail ontology.
Data Sets: data sets associated with their semantics, i.e. “annotated” semantic graphs, providing
certain specific information of the transportation domain that needs to be shared by all actors
engaged in distributed computational tasks, e.g. coding conventions used for common objects, such
as Stop Places, by different systems or transportation modes. This asset type presents two levels:
the semantics of the dataset and the data included into the dataset.
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4.2 IF Technology Components for C-REL: Service Implementation
Modules
The concepts previously explained are the key to communicating with different TSPs, exchange data
with them and “understand” they interfaces and data.
The Interoperability Framework includes modules able to communicate and exchange data with the
different TSPs that connect to the ecosystem and annotate their services using the IP4 ontologies
approach.
These modules that contain the information on how to exchange that with each specific TSP, are
called “Service Implementation modules” and for IT2Rail and CONNECTIVE C-REL have been
deployed manually for each TSP.
The present document describes the developments implemented so far for the C-REL to assure
connectivity with the TSPs involved for InnoTrans, as described in the previous section 11. These
modules are associated to each Travel Service Provider that belongs to the defined corridor and
allow the correct exchange of the information between the heterogeneous TSP’s systems and the
orchestrators developed by the others TDs/projects.
Service Implementation modules have been developed to work in InnoTrans with the following TSP,
although these are demonstration environments (with real or simulated data) and not real systems in
production:








Madrid Urban TSP: it covers the first travel episode “From home- Madrid Barajas Airport”. It
includes urban transport open data from the Madrid Transport Consortium (CRTM) such as
metro, bus, and light railway and also includes information from several parkings nearby
stations or airports. It allows shopping but not booking.
AIR TSP: Air TSP covering the travel episode from Madrid Barajas Airport to Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport. It allows shopping, booking and issuing operations for different AIR
companies, through Amadeus Web Services.
VBB (Verkehrsverbund Berlin-Brandenburg): Urban TSP including several transportation
modes as rail, metro and urban in the Berlin area. It allows shopping and issuing.
DB (Deutsche Bahn): German railway provider. For the InnoTrans demo it provides
shopping information for the rail segment along Amsterdam to Berlin.
Amsterdam Urban TSP: it covers the urban episodes in Amsterdam area, replicating
Connexxion TSP operations. It allows shopping, booking and issuing, as well as after sales
and ancillary services.

To allow these TSPs to interchange information, the Interoperability Framework needs a series of
sub-modules:
Ontology: The Ontology TSPs are maven projects containing annotated java classes. The
annotations on the classes are a mixture of @JsonXxxxxxx, to marshall the json messages
sent/returned to/from the TSP web services, and @NameSpace, @RdfClass, @RdfsProperty: these
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are used to create rdf triples from the classes. Each TSP needs its own maven project, linked to its
own ontologies and annotations.
Shopping: The shopping modules within the Interoperability Framework are series of maven
projects. When a request of a specific TSP is received, the shopping module generates a .jar that is
injected into the broker.
In order to answer to the request, within each maven project there is a method called
XXXTravelExpertCall (please notice: XXX is the name for a specific Travel Expert. E.g.
IndraRailTravelExpertCall) which is the core that is injected in the broker. This method calls the XXX
web services and processes the results using the inference rules, expressed as SPARQL queries.
To be specific, it uses construct SPARQL query. A SPARQL construct query retrieves a set of triples
and they could create new triple.
Depending on the mode of transportation and the services provided by each provider leads to the
face that each of main classes are different.
As an example, the following lines describe the general highlights in shopping phase for a Rail TSP
Travel Expert.
To satisfy the request made for a Rail TSP is necessary to retrieve information as the following lines
illustrate:
1) A method returns the list of trains for the specified origin, destination and date;
2) The second step calls a second method to retrieve itineraries. Itineraries are processed in parallel
to generate Travel Episode using semantic conversion;
3) For each itinerary’s travel episode, a second method is called to get the price. This is done for all
itineraries in parallel and semantic conversion is used again for the itinerary. At this stage, the
train code of the travel episode (obtained in step 2), is replaced with the actual train number from
the entry obtained in step 1. This is because it needs to retain the train code for booking, while
the train number is needed in the transportation service for the travel episode.

Booking: The booking module contains the code that performs booking, issuance and cancellation
(not all the TSPs has the issuance and cancellation. They depend of the exposed services for each
TSP).
In order to process the booking is necessary to build first the shopping because is not possible to
book something is not shopped before,
As an example, the following lines describe the highlights in the booking phase for Rail Travel Expert.
 Firstly, reads a shopping request;
 Then it instantiates the “XXXTravelExperCall” class shopping to create Itinerary Offer Items.
 It selects one of the returned Itinerary Offer Items to create a booking request.
 Then it instantiates the class “XXXBookingEngineCall to perform the booking.
 Then it performs an issuance on the returned booking
 Then it performs a cancel on the returned confirmed booking.
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An itinerary Offer Item is an element of an Itinerary Offer describing a specific offer to Passengers of
Products on Travel Episodes in a specific shopping process instance. It is the smallest bookable
Offer with price commitment provided by the Travel Expert in the Shopping phase.
The shopping orchestrator communicates with the IF, willing to reach a number of TSPs. At this stage
the Ontology intervenes and the shopping service implementation modules deployed in the IF for
each TSP are involved. These modules communicate with the TSP interfaces and exchange with
them the needed data.
In some cases, not all the TSPs need to have all the sub-modules described. For instance, if a TSP
is an Urban Rail type of transportation, it generally does not need the booking since usually these
systems do not allow to book a seat in advance.
The next table summarizes the list of the TSPs and the modules provided for InnoTrans (C-REL).
TSP

Ontology

Shopping

Booking

Madrid Urban

YES->
enlarged/enhanced
IT2Rail

YES->
enlarged/enhanced
IT2Rail

Not supported

VBB

YES->
available
from IT2Rail, but a
“shortcut” has been
used for InnoTrans

Not supported

YES->
enlarged/enhanced
IT2Rail

YES->
fully
deployed
in
CONNECTIVE

YES->
fully
deployed
in
CONNECTIVE

YES->
fully
deployed
in
CONNECTIVE

DB

Not
needed,
a
“shortcut” has been
used for InnoTrans

Not
needed,
a
“shortcut” has been
used for InnoTrans

Not supported

AIR TSP

YES->
fully
deployed
in
CONNECTIVE

YES->
fully
deployed
in
CONNECTIVE

YES->
fully
deployed
in
CONNECTIVE

Amsterdam
TSP

Urban

Table 3: TSPs Sub-Modules

Additionally, for the Amsterdam Urban TSP, a module has been deployed to allow after sales options,
mainly cancellation.

Future after sales modules might be added after the InnoTrans 2018 and they will be described in
the next release of the present deliverable.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The present document describes the different modules that the Interoperability Framework needs to
deliver door-to-door multimodal services facilitating applications and services to ac cess the
ecosystem. This deliverable reflects the work done within Task 1.2: Interoperable Framework as a
complete ecosystem. The activities are based on the previous analysis and design performed in Task
1.1, and focus on the developments done in relation to Resolvers, Service registration and
management and Connectivity tools. These software components are the key to satisfy the mobility
request in the phase of shopping and to complete the booking.
The deliverable pays particular attention to the results stablished for the scope of the C-REL
(demonstrated for the InnoTrans 2018, in collaboration with other IP4 projects)
The present deliverable D1.4 Interoperability Framework Components C-REL is the first document
of this kind, focus at the C-REL results, and further tools and utilities developed for the next releases
will be included in the next issues, indicated in the lines below:



D1.5 Interoperability Framework Components A-REL (month 31);
D1.6 Interoperability Framework Components F-REL (month 49);

These documents will be the evolution of the present deliverable and they will show the achievement
reached for the A-REL and F-REL respectively. In them, the partners will explain the developments
in relation to new resolvers, and the integration of TSPs within the ecosystem.
Furthermore, D1.7: Service Integration: C-REL (related to Task 1.3), will explain the integration of
legacy systems and IP4 services within the framework and components described in this document
in order to demonstrate the performance of the Interoperability Framework and start to enrich the IP4
transport ecosystem with information that will be consumed by other TDs. It will explain in detail the
implementations done to communicate with different legacy systems from TSP and also the
converters that allow the interaction of different interfaces and standards based on the ontology
concepts and in alignment with other TD4.1 projects such as ST4RT.
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